April 14, 2015
To Whom It May Concern:
I have had the privilege of working with Gary Mandarich and Mandarich Developments
since 2000. I believe it is an honor to write a testimonial letter for them. My relationship
with him has been one of mutual professional respect along with years of friendship. My
role as Broker of my Real Estate Sales Company has been the impetus for the
relationship, but the relationship exists because of a deep level of trust and respect.
Over the years Gary Mandarich has been a vital part of the growth of County Wide
Realty. Through the years he has developed projects throughout the area, many of
them being beautiful, award winning projects. The buyers of the homes recognizing the
quality and thoughtfulness that he has poured into his homes. The praise of the buyers
ranging from the design of the home, the placement on the lots to the finishing touches
inside their homes. Gary Mandarich ultimately gives the best value for the buyer’s dollar
and still accomplishes the goal at hand, a beautiful well thought out new home
community. The relationship with Gary Mandarich does not simply end with
design/mapping of the project. Instead he is involved throughout the project, explaining
his and his staff’s thoughts asking the opinion of those of us who are involved and
actually listening. He communicates any unexpected challenges or opportunities and
takes full advantage of implementing a great design. Ultimately Gary Mandarich’ joy
comes in from seeing the functionality, design and appreciation of each of his
communities and homes.
I have no reservation in supplying Gary Mandarich/Mandarich Developments a
testimonial from me personally and my company County Wide Realty.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any further information regarding Gary
Mandarich.
Respectfully,
Diane Sindt
President
County Wide Realty
916-759-7234
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